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1: A�’A THE JUNGLISTS
NAMING THE SOUND, LOCATING THE SCENE

‘It always has been such a terrible name. I’ve never known any other

type of music to get so misconstrued by its name.’ (Rob Playford,

1996)

Of all of the dance music genres, none has been surrounded with quite so

much controversy over its name than jungle. No sooner had it been coined

than exponents of the scene were up in arms about the racist implications.

Arguments raged over who �rst used the term and many others simply

refused to acknowledge the existence of the moniker.

It wasn’t the �rst time that jungle had been used as a way to describe a

sound. Kool and the Gang had called their 1973 funk standard Jungle Boogie,

while an instrumental version with an overdubbed �ute part and additional

percussion instruments was titled Jungle Jazz. The song ends with a Tarzan

yell and features grunting, panting and scatting throughout.

Jungle jazz was a term also used to describe the unique sound of a subset of

Duke Ellington’s music. It was a style that came to be referred among

musicians as ‘jungle style’. This sound emerged in the late 1920s, predating

the dominant idea of African and African American artists performing

‘exotic’ and ‘primitive’ jazz, as promoted by the infamous Cotton Club.

Ellington continued to develop jungle jazz by creating African-themed

pieces for black African audiences claiming both the sounds and idea of

jungle style as his own expression of his relationship to the African diaspora.

The �rst post-acid house record using the term jungle was Jungle Techno by

Noise Factory on Ibiza Records in 1991. Talking to Ibiza label owner Paul

Ibiza, he explained that they ‘were smashing beats together and we heard this

sound creeping in through our music. Whilst we were working on our



eighth release, there was an LP on the �oor, a James Brown release called In

the Jungle Groove. So I said, “it must be a sign”. We agreed the track we were

working on “sounds jungly”, and this was when “jungle techno” was born.

We started using the term jungle from then on. We weren’t the �rst to use

the word jungle to describe new music.’ It is notable that In the Jungle Groove

featured the track Funky Drummer which supplied a break that would

become a staple for many of the post-acid house breakbeat driven styles.

DJ Storm supports Paul Ibiza’s claims to being the �rst post-acid house

producer to refer to the music as jungle. ‘In 1991, Paul Ibiza was the �rst

person I ever heard use the word jungle. I remember him bringing his �rst

release on Ibiza Records into Music Power and we were all wondering what

this weird bassline was. Chris behind the counter turned to him and said,

“What are you calling this then?” Paul replied, “I’m calling this jungle”. It

had a faster bassline, with the depth that reggae has. You can’t have drum &

bass without reggae. If you understand reggae, you can understand drum &

bass. Paul explained it was about being deep in the jungle, chilling out,

smokin’ spli� and listening to basslines.’

In 1993 Ibiza dropped another white label attributed to Johnny Jungle (aka

High Wycombe’s Pascal of the Ganja Kru) called Johnny. It embraced all of

the musical concerns of the scene at the time, such a pushed Amen break,

horror ambience and half time reggae b-lines. It quickly became a club

favourite. Paul Ibiza would subsequently drive the early jungle techno sound

with a series of era-de�ning records.

However, in Jonathan Fleming’s book What Kind of House Party is This?,

Jason Kyriakides of Hardcore out�t Top Buzz claimed, ‘we originally said

“jungle techno” just as a phrase, but people jumped on it when it wasn’t

really meant to mean anything. Jungle was just a word to describe the feeling

of the music. Jungle was just a word to describe the feeling of the music that

was being made.’

Although this may well have been a brash claim made in the heat of the

moment and recorded for posterity, the truth is that it’s unlikely that any one

individual can lay claim to the term. Just as hardcore was coined by MCs



reacting to the �erce energy that they were witnessing, calling up a

spontaneous holler of “‘ardcore massive”, then jungle too will have had

similarly intangible beginnings. A word, a feeling in the ether, a sense that

what was happening in the lives of urban youth was somehow junglist.

In October 2017, Paul Ibiza posted a Facebook message that aimed to put

the discussion to bed. In it he wrote:

‘I’m tired of this argument about the �rst jungle tune. As far as I’m

concerned while on the road back then it was only me and John from

Reel2reel that were pushing this British sound from the ghetto. This

was hardcore going into jungle techno and Ibiza Records was the �rst

to put the elements together to get this jungle sound and used the

word jungle on their products. Mad P from Top Buzz my brother was

the �rst MC to use the word jungle: “You want some bloodcart jungle

techno inna di �eld”. Plus I have been personally sampled from a

Fantazia rave tapepack me saying “Hardcore hardcore junglism”.’

Paul Ibiza’s claims are supported by plenty of evidence, but they focus on

the material reality of the performance of the word rather than the meaning.

Why had the term ‘jungle’ had been used to de�ne musical styles? What

were the cultural contexts of these observations? According to MC

Navigator, one of the scene’s leading MCs and a regular on London’s main

pirate radio station Kool FM, the term ‘jungle’ has a beginning that links it

to the wider Windrush culture. He suggests it relates to a sample on a 1991

Rebel MC track which has a far greater cultural signi�cance. ‘Rebel got this

chant – “all’ a the junglists” – from a yard tape [i.e. a soundsystem mix tape

from Jamaica],’ he explained to journalist Simon Reynolds. ‘There’s this

place in Kingston called Tivoli Gardens, and the people call it Jungle. When

you hear on a yard-tape the MC sending a big up to “all’ a the junglists”,

they’re calling out the posse from Tivoli. When Rebel sampled that, people

cottoned on, and soon they started to call the music jungle. I live in

Broadwater Farm, a real concrete jungle, and we called ourselves junglists



long before the music ever came along.’

This claim would make far for sense than any spurious boast by an MC.

With much of jungle’s spiritual energy coming from the Windrush

generation, the yard-tapes were as such a part of the jungle aesthetic as

soundsystem clashes, dubplates and, of course, ragga samples. Furthermore,

the term ‘junglist’ purveyed a militancy that was quite simply a way of life

within the housing estates of Britain’s inner cities; the urban jungle. In this

environment, ‘ jungle’ was used as an inversion of the negative racial

connotations and as a term of empowerment instead.

‘It was just the right name for it,’ explained DJ Randall. ‘It suited it to a

tee’. Jungle �t perfectly with life in urban Britain in the early 1990s. ‘It’s a

jungle out there,’ said Grandmaster Flash on his 1981 cut about life in the

hoods of urban USA. Here was a generation of UK youth experiencing the

‘jungle’ for themselves in a post-Thatcherite environment of

DJ Randall



disenfranchisement. The period was typi�ed by crumbling infrastructures as

unemployment sat at all-time highs and black market economies saw a rise in

inner-city gang activities. Just as ‘grime’ would come to encapsulate the

disillusionment of 21st-century urban youth, Junglism re�ected the social

ambience of the period through dark, aggressive sounds and a prominence

placed on frenetic rhythm over melody.

For many, the racial undertones of the term jungle were simply inescapable.

Often cited as the godfathers of the scene, Shut Up And Dance were quick

to denounce ‘jungle’ for its racist meanings. Junglism may have had its roots

in Jamaica, but in its 1990s context it was often used as a racist term for this

mainly black subculture and subgenre of rave. ‘Jungle’ opened up a lot of

racist attitudes that had rarely been a feature in the days of the ecstasy and

acid fuelled free party togetherness. Suggesting that it was simply a

derogatory term, Sound Of The Underground label owner Dave Stone

argued that it came from people’s bigotry. ‘People were going, like, “it’s

music that jungle bunnies dance to” and that is how it became coined as

“jungle”. But people took the word “jungle” and turned it on its head and

made it a positive thing rather than a negative. Very much in the same way

that the word “nigger” became re-appropriated by the American hip hop

scene.’

Despite the environment of his own youth, Gerald Simpson, aka A Guy

Called Gerald, found a positive message in the term jungle. ‘There’s so much

colour in it. So much rhythm. So much texture. You could go into a jungle

and �nd these things,’ he re�ected. ‘You could sit in a pool in the middle of

a jungle, and there would be �owers, dangerous animals, dangerous plants.

But there would be a lot of beautiful sounds. That’s one concept of it.

Another concept is that society is becoming like a jungle anyway.’

Simpson was drawn to the junglist sound as a result of its frantic and edgy

energy echoing his youth growing up in the inner-city district of Moss Side

in Manchester. It had been an area of mass settlement of immigrants from

the Caribbean for over thirty years where, by the early 1980s,

unemployment was at a post-war high, and racial tension was rife. In 1981



the Moss Side riots followed frequent allegations of racial abuse and excessive

force used by police o�cers against black youths in the area. Two years after

the two-day riot Gerald got his �rst break as a DJ at Manchester’s Legend

Bar, a venue largely populated by West Indian youth who looked to dance

music as a form of emancipation.

The colour and texture of the rhythms that enraptured Simpson was

supported by many others in the scene that viewed ‘jungle’ with meanings

beyond race. In an interview in Wax Magazine (formerly Generator), DJ

Fabio approached the race issue from a di�erent angle. Drawing a direct line

to the mainly black and gay artists of the early days of house, he explained

that for him the origins of the name had little to do with life in the urban

sprawl, nor was it down to Rebel MC’s yard-tape sampling. ‘What we used

to call jungle was Strictly Rhythm – that was jungle because it sounded like

a load of jungle percussion sounds, and we used to do house and called it

jungle. So jungle’s coming from that – Nu Groove and fucking Strictly

Rhythm… we just liked the drums, and a lot of people don’t understand –

it’s not about some fucking ragga lyrics!’

This view of jungle was shared by many others on the scene. Mark “Marc

Mac” Clair and Denis “Dego” McFarlane of 4hero simply refer to it as

house music, an extension or reinterpretation of what had gone before. It

was a sentiment also held by producer Rob Playford, suggesting in 1997 that

‘I still call what we do house music because it’s an engineer’s thing,’ he

explained in the Soho o�ces of his Moving Shadow label. ‘It carries on that

tradition of house musicians using down time in studios to create simple

dance tracks without vocals. That’s the tradition, that’s what we do today.

And as far as I’m concerned, we’re always going to be there making the seeds

which grow into the next best thing. But it’s all house music at the end of

the day.’

Although many of the formative scene’s main players embraced the name

readily, many others avoided it with a passion. The use of the term jungle to

describe much of the music remains controversial. To the observer, the

breakbeat scene developed from hardcore and had started to show signs of



musical splits from the o�. A few years later a split between the ragga-based

jungle sound and the largely instrumental form called drum & bass became a

fully-�edged reality. Drum & bass may have been documented as being the

o�spring of the increasingly mainstream ragga jungle, but many believed the

two subgenres were developing side by side, with the real emphasis on drum

& bass as the originating sound. Indeed, the term drum & bass was originally

used as an alternative name for Jamaican instrumental dub mixes in the

1970s.

The experimental drum & bass producer T Power, aka Marc Royal, argued

that the term had been used since the earliest days of rave’s breakbeat sound:

‘People used to call a lot of breakbeat stu� drum & bass. It was because that’s

what the music had become like, the melody just wasn’t as important as the

core elements of the rhythm any more. There were always elements within

drum & bass that were “junglist”. They were referred to as “junglism”, but it

wasn’t “jungle”. It was simply jungle or drum & bass. And no one came out

of the other – they were all sort of happening within the same movement.

Everyone was feeding o� each other and it was as they became genres in

their own right that things started to split. Jungle didn’t come through as a

real genre until ‘dark’ had run its course. This is when the ragga audience

got drawn in.’

Little surprise then that Goldie refused to use the term jungle when

describing his music, preferring instead ‘inner-city breakbeat’. Goldie’s

emphasis on breakbeat music drew heavily on the cultural links to hip hop’s

breakbeat science. Just as the beats of hip hop were built on soundscapes of

borrowed breaks, the jungle/drum & bass nexus was constructed through the

appropriation and masking of the histories of recorded music. The science

was in the turntablism and lyricism for hip hop’s progeny. For the

jungle/drum & bass scene, the science was in the mastery of sampling

techniques of manipulation, mystique and masking.

There was another meaning in hip hop’s science that may have held no

sway among the UK’s breakbeat scientists, but did point to issues around

racial, social assumptions made about the scene. Hip hop’s ‘science’ referred



directly to the Five Percent Nation, aka The Nation of Gods and Earths, a

sub-sect of the Nation of Islam, whose faith teaches that black people are the

original people of the planet Earth, and therefore are the fathers (“Gods”)

and mothers (“Earths”) of civilisation. The Five Percent Nation believe their

faith is a science, and as scientists, they are required to ‘show and tell’ truths

through science. The Five Percenters believe that ten percent of the people

on Earth know the truth of existence and use that knowledge to keep 85

percent of the world in ignorance and sublimated under their rule. The

remaining �ve percent are those who know the truth and use it to enlighten

the 85 percent.

A large number of Five Percenter phrases became common parlance in hip

hop and were subsequently redeployed by jungle and drum & bass artists.

However, the Five Percenter doctrine of racial domination couldn’t be

further from the realities of the UK’s breakbeat scientists where

multiculturalism was a foundational norm. Indeed, if the scene truly

emerged in the urban spaces de�ned by the Windrush generation’s needs to

in�ltrate British culture with Caribbean �avours, then its success could be

seen in the racial fusions that existed in British dance music forms for

decades before the acid house revolution.

Furthermore, to suggest that the urban jungle was only home to families of

Windrush would deny the cultural range of inhabitants of the inner-city

estates that birthed breakbeat science. Similarly, the notion that jungle/drum

& bass was purely the sound of the inner-city denies its suburban in�uences

which ranged from the home counties soul boys and funkateers, whose

battles were fought in and around their all-dayers; the rare groove warehouse

party scene and the jazz dance club scene. These subcultures were all evident

in the formation of the jungle/drum & bass nexus, all breeding grounds for

the �avours of the subgenres associated with breakbeat science and, like

jungle/drum & bass themselves, all simultaneously black and white, urban

and suburban.

Whatever the truth of jungle’s origins, whatever the realities of the

implications of the word, by the time the media had cottoned on to the



scene they universally reported the phenomenon as ‘jungle’. And as such,

rightly or wrongly, the wider public quickly came to accept the simpli�ed

narratives of the genre being known as ‘jungle’.
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